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Abstract

We present an evaluation framework for inter-
active dialogue assessment in the context of
English as a Second Language (ESL) speakers.
Our framework collects dialogue-level interac-
tivity labels (e.g., topic management; 4 labels
in total) and micro-level span features (e.g.,
backchannels; 17 features in total). Given our
annotated data, we study how the micro-level
features influence the (higher level) interactiv-
ity quality of ESL dialogues by constructing
various machine learning-based models. Our
results demonstrate that certain micro-level fea-
tures strongly correlate with interactivity qual-
ity, like reference word (e.g., she, her, he), re-
vealing new insights about the interaction be-
tween higher-level dialogue quality and lower-
level linguistic signals. Our framework also
provides a means to assess ESL communica-
tion, which is useful for language assessment1.

1 Introduction

Estimates suggest more than 750 million individ-
uals use English as a non-native language (Dyvik,
2023). Despite its widespread use, a notable gap
exists in the availability of datasets that capture the
communicative features of English Second Lan-
guage (ESL) speakers within dialogic contexts.
Most existing dialogue datasets are primarily cre-
ated with native speakers’ conversations, failing to
consider the distinct linguistic subtleties and obsta-
cles encountered by ESL speakers (Settles et al.,
2021) such as different usages on grammar, syntax
and sentence structure influenced by their native
languages. On the other hand, for dialogue quality
evaluation, most existing performance metrics fo-
cus on fluency, coherence or consistency (Tao et al.,
2018), which fail to capture or evaluate the sophis-
ticated features of dialogue such as the speakers’

1The dataset and code are available at: https://github.
com/RenaGao/2024InteractiveMetrics

SPK1: Hey, how are you? Where are you going? 

SPK2: Not bad, and I am going to uni now. 

SPK1: I think it is pretty close. 

SPK2: Yeah, about half hour by bus. 

SPK1: Ohh, half hour by bus. 

SPK2: Yeah, an hour on bicycle it should be like. 

Reference Word 
Token-Level 

Feedback in next turn 
Utterance-Level 

Noun & Verb collocation 

Backchannels 

Routinized Resources 

Epistemic copulas 

Topic Management:      3 
Tone Appropriateness:  4

Conversation Opening:  3 
Conversation Closing:   1

Dialogue-Level 

Figure 1: An example of an annotated dialogue with
dialogue-level interactivity labels and micro-level fea-
tures

ability to interact, manage topics through multi-
turn dialogues, or use the appropriate tone given a
particular domain/context. These gaps, in particu-
lar, are becoming more crucial due to the increas-
ing demand to evaluate ESL speakers’ communica-
tion and interaction skills, which is important not
only for better cross-cultural exchanges but also
for improving educational assessments. While re-
sources such as the International Corpus of Learner
English (Rica-Peromingo, 2009) offer data from
controlled spoken settings on monologic speech,
they fall short in addressing multi-party interactive
dialogues.

In this paper, we introduce an ESL dialogue
dataset and propose an evaluation framework de-
signed to capture dialogue interactivity. Specifi-
cally, our framework has two different levels of
annotation: (1) 4 dialogue-level interactivity labels
that capture topic management, tone appropriate-
ness and conversation opening and closing; and
(2) 17 micro-level linguistic features that capture
token-level features (e.g., reference word and rou-
tinized resources) and utterance-level features (e.g.,
epistemic copulas and backchannels). Figure 1
illustrates an example of an annotated dialogue.
Appendix A.3 gives the full list of interactivity
labels and micro-level features, along with their
descriptions. Note that the micro-level features are
annotated as spans, while the dialogue interactivity
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labels are document labels.
After annotating the ESL dialogues with our

framework, we investigate the relationship between
interactivity labels and micro-level features. To this
end, we build machine learning models that use
micro-level features as input to predict the interac-
tivity labels of a dialogue. We demonstrate how
micro-level features impact various interactive as-
pects of ESL dialogues: specifically we saw which
micro-level features contribute to the prediction
of a particular interactivity quality. Additionally,
we also compare against a baseline BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) that uses the raw dialogue as input
to predict the interactivity labels, and found that it
performs worse than our (simpler) machine learn-
ing models that use micro-level features as input,
suggesting that these micro-level features have a
stronger predictive power for interactivity. To sum-
marize, our contributions are given as follows:

• We propose a novel evaluation framework for
ESL dialogues that assesses four dialogue-
level interactivity labels, including topic man-
agement, tone appropriateness and conversa-
tion opening and closing. It also captures sev-
enteen fundamental micro-level features, such
as backchannels (at the utterance-level) and
reference words (at the token-level).

• We release SLEDE (Second Language
English Dialogue Evaluation), an annotated
ESL dialogue dataset based on our evaluation
framework.

• We study the interplay between the interactiv-
ity labels and micro-level features via predic-
tive learning. Our experimental results explain
how certain micro-level features impact vari-
ous interactive aspects of ESL dialogues. Our
predictive models have the potential to be ap-
plied to real-world English tests to assess ESL
communication.

2 Related work

2.1 ESL Conversational Dialogue
The interactive feature of human dialogue influ-
ences how turns and overlaps occur when analyzing
conversations in communication, which is impor-
tant for tagging and processing dialogue data (All-
wood, 2008). Due to the complex nature of data
collection and practical issues, open-source con-
versational dialogues are still limited in related re-
search fields, and most conversational datasets are

designed for speech recognition purposes (Lovenia
et al., 2022). The interactive feature of conver-
sations vary between English native speakers and
ESL speakers. For native speakers, the fluidity and
nuance of the language come naturally, allowing
for a dynamic range of expressions and a deeper
level of engagement in conversation. However,
ESL speakers often navigate different social and
cultural norms through the usage of a second lan-
guage, which adds complexity and richness to the
conversation dataset and reflects the multifaceted
nature of human communication. Moreover, the
learners’ native languages frequently shape their
learning and usage of a second language, resulting
in distinct constructions, mistakes, and use patterns
(Betts, 2003; Warren, 2017). As a consequence, it
is interesting to ask the following questions when
creating a second language conversation dataset:
(1) how can we annotate lower level grammar re-
lated and communicative features?; and (2) how
can we capture the higher level dialogue interactiv-
ity qualities?

2.2 Dialogue Interactivity Quality
Our evaluation framework assesses on four inter-
activity quality in dialogue: topic management,
tone appropriateness, and conversation opening and
closing. Here we discuss various studies focusing
on these aspects, providing motivation on why we
choose them in our framework.

Topic Management How speakers collabora-
tively manage topics in a dialogue is an important
indicator of interactional ability. Speakers exhibit
increasing mutuality and engagement in their inter-
actions (Galaczi, 2014). They demonstrate mutual-
ity by taking up and extending interlocutor-initiated
topics through reformulating interlocutor contri-
butions (Lam, 2018), and they provide frequent
listener responses and assessments of interlocu-
tor statements (“that’s so cool”, “definitely”, “oh
no”), thus creating a stronger sense of engagement
(Galaczi, 2014). Ghazarian et al. (2022) argued
that evaluating topic coherence in human conversa-
tion is still a challenging task and called for a more
empirical way of conducting this evaluation.

Tone Appropriateness Whittaker et al. (2021)
suggested the social role of a chatbot needs to be
emphasised when measuring chatbot performance.
As such, another important aspect of interactional
ability is language choice following the social role.
Pill (2016) demonstrated the need for healthcare
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professionals to speak at a high level of linguistic
proficiency and speak in ways particular to their
profession. Dai (2022) and Dai and Davey (2023)
extended this work to other social roles and showed
that language users are capable of configuring their
linguistic abilities to display attributes commonly
associated with a particular social role in their in-
teractions. Roever and Dai (2021) and Roever and
Ikeda (2023) similarly found that humans learn to
talk in ways conventionally expected for a social
role.

Conversation Opening and Closing Opening
and closing of conversations is a long-standing fun-
damental research concern in dialogues (Schegloff,
1968; Schegloff and Sacks, 1973), which can also
be used to differentiate levels of interactional abil-
ity. Proficient ESL speakers are found more likely
to open the conversation with preliminary and af-
filiative talk than less proficient speakers (Abe and
Roever, 2019). Similarly, proficient ESL speakers
are shown to display more elaborate closings (Abe
and Roever, 2020). Stolcke et al. (2000), however,
argued that there is still a lack of practical measures
to assess the performance of starting and closing a
conversation.

2.3 Dialogue Fundamental Features

There is a growing interest in developing more so-
phisticated evaluation frameworks that can adapt
to the diverse grammatical structure of spoken in-
teraction in dialogues (Sinha et al., 2020), which
is essential for understanding ESL communication.
Dinan et al. (2020) argued that more advanced se-
mantic analysis tools are needed to better under-
stand vocabulary choices’ impact on dialogue qual-
ity from a micro-level, including code-switching,
response tokens, and tense choice for verbs. Cur-
rently, only limited works have discussed the em-
percial methods on how to link these vocabulary
choices to demonstrate the quality of communica-
tion in conversations.

For a bigger unit, utterance level features such
as feedback in next turn and backchannels are all
critical features in considering the quality of inter-
actions (Wu and Roever, 2021). In addition, no-
tion in grammatical resources, such as modal verbs
(Shaxobiddin, 2024), epistemic copulas (Hayashi,
2020), and collaborative finishes (Yap and Sahoo,
2024), highlight the ability in deploying basic fun-
damental resources in actual interaction when con-
structing a dialogue. Thus, the evaluation metrics

Dialogue-Level Interactivity Labels Micro-Level Span Annotation Features 

Topic Management 

Tone Appropriateness 

Conversation Opening 

Conversation Closing 

Backchannels 

Question-based Reponses 

Formulaic Responses 

Collaborative Finishes 

Feedback In The Next Turn 

Reference Word 

Noun & Verb Collocation 

Code-Switching 

Negotiation of Meaning 

Routinized Resources 

‧‧‧‧‧‧ 

Utterance 
Level 
Features 

Token 
Level 
Features 

Figure 2: Our proposed evaluation framework has
dialogue-level interactivity labels and micro-level fea-
tures targeting interaction and engagement.

need to be sensitive to the linguistic features of
multiple languages and the contexts in which these
choices occur. The 17 micro-level features in our
framework are inspired by these studies.

3 Evaluation Framework

Our motivation is to design a more comprehensive
and transparent dialogue evaluation framework that
captures dialogue interactivity and fundamental lin-
guistics properties. To this end, we introduce an
evaluation framework that has two levels of anno-
tations: (1) dialogue-level interactivity labels (4
labels); and (2) micro-level linguistic features (17
features).

For the interactivity labels, we annotate: (1)
topic management, which measures how exten-
sively the topic is expanded upon and whether the
content is new or previously discussed; (2) tone
appropriateness, which indicates the degree of for-
mality; (3) conversation opening, which rates the
quality of greetings and (4) conversation closing,
which rates the quality of summaries. Each of these
labels is annotated with five categorical scores from
1 to 5 to assess the degree of interactivity; Table 1
provides a detailed description for each score.

For micro-level features, we target grammati-
cal, interactional and semantic aspects, and fur-
ther decompose them into 7 token-level features
that represent word formations that are indicative
of an ESL speaker’s ability to navigate linguistic
resources for clarity, emphasis, and cultural rele-
vance, including “reference word”, “noun & verb
collocation in proper form”, “code-switching for

3



Interactivity Labels Scores Description of Scores

Topic Management

[5]
[4]
[3]
[2]
[1]

topic extension with clear new context
topic extension under the previous direction
topic extension with the same content
repeat and no topic extension
no topic extension and stop the topic at this point

Tone Appropriateness

[5]
[4]
[3]
[2]
[1]

very informal
quite informal, but some expressions are still formal
relatively not formal, and most expressions are quite informal
quite formal, and some expressions are not that formal
very formal

Conversation Opening

[5]
[4]
[3]
[2]
[1]

nice greeting and showing a good understanding of the opening of conversation in social interactions.
sounded greeting and showed a basic understanding of the social role.
general greeting but not understanding the social role well.
basic greeting.
no opening, start the discussion immediately.

Conversation Closing

[5]
[4]
[3]
[2]
[1]

detailed summarization and smooth transition to the closing of the conversation.
transit to the closing naturally, but without summarising the discussion.
transit to the discussion.
demonstrate a translation to the end of the conversation.
no closing, directly stop the conversation.

Table 1: Description of scores for dialogue-level interactivity labels. Higher score indicates better interactivity
ability, for example, Tone Appropriateness scores higher with more informality shows that the speakers are able to
employ more active linguistics resources in dialogue communication to perform more causal and natural interactions
compared with the formal tone, which has limited linguistics resources and not naturally occurred in real-life
conversations.

communicative purposes”, “negotiation of mean-
ing”, “tense choice to indicate interactive aims”,
“routinized resources” and “subordinate clauses” ;
and 10 utterance-level features for contextual in-
teractions including “backchannels”; “responses
framed as questions”; “formulaic expressions”;
“collaborative finishes”; “adjectives and adverbs
denoting possibility”; “constructions with imper-
sonal subjects” followed by “non-factive verbs and
noun phrases” and “feedback in the next turn”, “im-
personal subject + non-factive verb + NP”, “adjec-
tives/ adverbs expressing possibility”. These fea-
tures capture the dynamic interplay between speak-
ers, emphasizing the importance of backchannels,
question-framed responses, and other mechanisms
that facilitate a collaborative and adaptive exchange.
Figure 2 summarises our evaluation framework,
and Appendix A.3 provides the full details of these
labels/features.

4 SLEDE Development

We now describe how we develop SLEDE (Second
Language English Dialogue Evaluation): i.e. how
we collect ESL dialogue data (Section 4.1) and an-
notate the data based on our evaluation framework
(Section 4.2).

4.1 ESL Dialogue Collection

We first look at finding the right set of conversa-
tional topics for the participants. We came up with
a preliminary set of topics, and survey a group
of 60 individuals, comprising both native English
speakers and ESL speakers, to get their feedback
on the quality of the topics. After collecting the
feedback, we used their insights to further refine
the topic set; the final set of topics are presented as
part of the questionnaire that we ask participants to
fill in before we collect their dialogues (“block 4”
in Appendix A.4).

Next, we recruit 120 Chinese ESL speakers (vol-
unteers) to engage in a 1-to-1 in-person talk on
a chosen topic. The criteria for selecting volun-
teers for collecting the datasets are given as follows:
(1) An IELTS score exceeding 6.5 to comprehend
the dialogue fully; (2) A minimum educational at-
tainment of a bachelor’s degree in data science,
computer science, or linguistics from a recognized
university; (3) Consent to agree on recording (re-
fer to Appendix A.5 for details). These prerequi-
sites were established to guarantee that the workers
possess proficient English comprehension and are
adequately equipped to have a high-quality conver-
sation for the pair discussion. All speakers will
then go through a training phase to ensure they un-
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Datasets
Full
dialogues

# dialogues 120
# turns (max) 2,065
# turns (avg) 1,760
# words marked (token-level features) 10,852
# words marked (utterance-level features) 3,516
# micro-level features (total counts) 14,386

Table 2: Annotated Data Statistics

derstand the task. We follow Mehri et al. (2022)
where we provide instructions (Appendix A.5) to
highlight important dialogue aspects to take into
account, such as coherence, language complexity,
and naturalness.

After training, we break the 120 volunteers into
60 pairs. The pair was matched with similar sec-
ond language proficiency to ensure the dialogue
maintains a stable quality within the two speaker’s
interaction, for example, a IELTS 6 ESL speaker
was paired with another IELTS 6.5 speaker. Each
pair undergoes two rounds of conversation: the
first half-hour is dedicated to discussing a specific
topic (chosen by them in the questionnaire), and
the second half-hour involves discussing a specific
issue and proposing solutions (Appendix A.5). We
therefore collected a total of 120 dialogues, each
lasting about half an hour, with thousands of turns
in each dialogue.

4.2 Dialogue-level Interactivity Label and
Micro-level Feature Annotation

Given the 120 dialogues, we now collect annota-
tions based on our proposed evaluation framework
(Section 3). To this end, we recruit eleven volun-
teer postgraduate students proficient in English (six
in computer science and four in applied linguis-
tics). These eleven annotators and the first author
were randomly split into six pairs to annotate the
dialogues.

The annotators were presented with an annota-
tion guide (Appendix A.3) to explain the dialogue-
level interactivity labels and micro-level features. It
includes definitions and examples of each label/fea-
ture, as well as guidelines for using the annotation
interface. For the dialogue-level interactivity labels
(topic management, tone appropriateness, conversa-
tion opening and closing), the annotators are asked
to give a score for each of the four labels, and the
task is framed as a document labelling task. We
adopt a majority voting approach to annotate la-

Measure Token-level Utterance-level Dialogue-level
Features Features Labels

α 0.63 0.64 0.65
r 0.64 0.67 0.68

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement for micro-level fea-
tures (token-level and utterance-level) and dialogue-
level labels.

bels, e.g., if annotators give different labels to the
same dialogue, we select the most frequent label as
our final label. For micro-level features, they are
framed as a span annotation task where the anno-
tators are asked to mark word spans that exhibit a
particular micro-level feature. Note that a word can
be marked with multiple features.

To ensure the quality of the annotation process,
annotators went through a training process where
they were first asked to label six pilot dialogues,
and the first author cross-checks all annotations.
Any mistakes are then discussed. After the training,
each pair of annotators (including the first author)
are given 30 dialogues to annotate (noting that there
is some overlapping dialogues between pairs). In
total, 120 dialogues are annotated; some statistics
of the annotated dataset are presented in Table 2.

To understand annotation quality, we compute
inter-annotator agreement for the interactivity la-
bels and micro-level features. For the interactivity
labels, we compute agreement between the annota-
tors in a pair and take the average across the pairs.
For the micro-level features, we again measure
agreement between the annotators in a pair at the
token-level for each micro-level feature — i.e., we
first break the dialogue into individual word tokens
and compute statistics based on the presence or
absence of the feature as marked by the annota-
tors for each word token2 — before aggregating
over the features and pairs. We calculate Pearson
correlation coefficient r (Cohen et al., 2009) and
Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 2018) to measure
inter-annotator agreement, and the results are sum-
marized in Table 3. The agreement is above 0.6
for micro-level features (token-level and utterance-
level) and dialogue-level labels, indicating that
there is a good consensus among annotators and
the evaluation framework is robust/reliable.

2In other words, the unit of analysis here is a word token,
and the output is a binary value for each annotator indicating
whether it has been marked for the feature.
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5 Experiments

We conduct a series of experiments to analyse the
influence of micro-level features on dialogue-level
interactivity labels. To this end, we first build ma-
chine learning models to evaluate the prediction
performance of interactivity labels given micro-
level features as input in Section 5.1, and then
analyse the importance of micro-level features in
Section 5.2 and lastly look at the difference be-
tween utterance-level vs. token-level features in
Section 5.3.

Given that our ESL dialogues are very long (max-
imum of 2065 turns as shown in Table 2) and
we only have a small number of them (120 dia-
logues), we break each dialogue into smaller “mini-
dialogues” that have a maximum of 12 turns in our
experiments. This process produces 625 mini dia-
logues in total. For the micro-level labels, we can
carry across the annotations we have collected for
the original dialogues. For the interactivity labels,
however, we copy the original labels from the larger
dialogue they belong to. To measure the validity
of this approach, we randomly sample 60 mini-
dialogues and re-annotate them (with 6 annota-
tors) for the interactivity labels. Then, we measure
the correlation between the two judgements (i.e.,
judgements copied from the original dialogues vs.
judgements collected using mini-dialogues). We
found the Pearson correlation to be 0.72, suggest-
ing that our approach of copying the interactivity
labels from the larger dialogue is a sensible way
of creating labels for the mini-dialogues. Hence-
forth, all experiments that we describe use the mini-
dialogues.

5.1 Predicting Dialogue interactivity labels
We experiment with three machine learning al-
gorithms, logistic regression (LR), random forest
(RF), and Naïve Bayes (NB), for predicting each
dialogue interactivity label using the micro-level
features as input. We frame this as a classification
problem, where the model needs to output one of
the five classes. For each micro-level feature, the
feature weight (x) of a mini-dialogue is computed
as a weighted average of the fraction of marked
tokens over the annotators:

x =

N∑
i=1

ci∑N
j=1 cj

× ci
ctotal

(1)

where N is the number of annotators who worked
on the mini-dialogue, ci the number of marked

Classification Models
Labels Topic Tone Opening Closing

Logistic Regression
ACC 0.815 0.849 0.975 0.950
PRE 0.690 0.746 0.950 0.941
REC 0.815 0.849 0.975 0.950

F1 0.747 0.794 0.962 0.945
Random Forest

ACC 0.832 0.832 0.966 0.966
PRE 0.714 0.744 0.950 0.934
REC 0.832 0.832 0.966 0.966

F1 0.766 0.786 0.958 0.950
Naïve Bayes

ACC 0.807 0.840 0.966 0.958
PRE 0.688 0.733 0.950 0.934
REC 0.807 0.840 0.966 0.958

F1 0.743 0.783 0.958 0.946
BERT

ACC 0.528 0.530 0.719 0.746
PRE 0.519 0.609 0.647 0.682
REC 0.617 0.584 0.708 0.713

F1 0.572 0.620 0.733 0.752

Table 4: The classification prediction results with dif-
ferent performance metrics accuracy (ACC), precision
(PRE), recall (REC) and f1 score (F1) on the SLEDE
dataset.

word tokens by annotator i, and ctotal the total num-
ber of word tokens in the mini-dialogue. Intuitively,
we give more weights to annotators who highlight
more words than those who highlight less, and the
rationale for doing this is that under-marking is a
type of mistake more prevalent than over-marking,
based on a preliminary analysis of the data (and so
annotators who don’t mark many words should be
down-weighted, as their annotations are likely to
be of lower quality).

We also include a baseline, where we fine-tune
BERT using the raw dialogue as input to predict the
interactivity labels.3 This baseline tells us whether
the micro-level features are actually useful, or we
can use the raw dialogues directly for predicting
the interactivity labels. We summarize our results
in Table 4 over four metrics: accuracy (ACC), pre-
cision (PRE), recall (REC), and F1 Score (F1).

From the results, we observe that the three sim-
ple models (LR, RF, and NB) perform exception-
ally well on conversation opening and closing, of-
ten achieving or nearing 0.95 and above for all

3We use ‘bert-base-uncased’.
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LR RF NB

Code Switching Code Switching Feedback in Next Turn*
Reference Word* Feedback in Next Turn* Formulaic Responses

Feedback in Next Turn* Question-based responses Reference Word*
Formulaic Responses Non-factive Verb Negotiation of Meaning

Tense Choice Reference Word* Tense Choice

Table 5: High impact common micro-level features over the three classifiers for predicting dialogue-level labels.
Bold/asterisk indicates overlapping features in two/three classifiers.

Topic Tone Opening Closing

Logistic Regression

Negotiation of Meaning* Routinized Resources* Epistemic Modals Backchannels*
Subordinate Clauses* Adj./Adv. Expressing Formulaic Responses Adj./Adv. Expressing
Noun&Verb Collocation Feedback in Next Turn* Question-Based Responses* Formulaic Responses

Question-Based Responses Formulaic Responses* Subordinate Clauses* Collaborative Finishes*
Negotiation of Meaning Reference Word Adj./Adv. Expressing* Epistemic Copulas

Naïve Bayes

Epistemic Copulas Routinized Resources* Adj./Adv. Expressing* Adj./Adv. Expressing
Question-Based Responses Feedback in Next Turn* Routinized Resources Epistemic Modals

Adj./Adv. Expressing Epistemic Copulas Subordinate Clauses* Backchannels*
Negotiation of Meaning* Question-Based Responses Epistemic Copulas Collaborative Finishes*

Subordinate clauses* Subordinate Clauses* Question-Based Responses* Question-Based Responses

Random Forest

Negotiation of Meaning* Epistemic Copulas Feedback in Next Turn Feedback in Next Turn
Formulaic Responses Backchannels Subordinate Clauses* Subordinate clauses

Subordinate Clauses* Feedback in Next Turn* Adj./Adv. Expressing* Collaborative Finishes*
Epistemic Copulas Negotiation of Meaning Question-Based Responses* Formulaic Responses

Question-Based Responses Routinized Resources* Formulaic Responses Backchannels*

Table 6: High impact interactivity-specific micro-level features. For each interactivity label, bold/asterisk indicates
overlapping features in two/three classifiers.

metrics, indicating that these labels are easier to
predict as they only appear at the beginning and
the end of the conversation. Topic management
and tone prediction, on the other hand, has a lower
performance, and it is unsurprising given that it is
arguably a more difficult task. That said, we’re still
seeing over 75% F1 performance in most cases,
suggesting that the micro-level features predictive
of these interactivity labels.

Interestingly, BERT consistently underperforms
by a large margin compared to the simple mod-
els. This implies the micro-level features are more
predictive of the interactivity labels, and the raw
dialogue alone does not provide the same level
of information and pretraining isn’t good enough
close the gap.

Looking at the differences between classifiers,
we see largely similar/consistent results, suggest-
ing that the predictive performance is agnostic to

the exact implementation of the classifier. We want
to note that due to the lack of other ESL conver-
sation datasets, these classifiers are trained from
scratch (without having any form of pretraining).
Compared to previous studies that found poor per-
formance in classifying topics (Stolcke et al., 2000)
and tone choices (Ghazarian et al., 2022) our results
are encouraging.

Taking all these observations together, given the
relatively strong classification performance, the
main insight we can draw here is that the micro-
level features are able to explain the four dialogue
interactivity qualities, shedding light into the pos-
sibility of using this interactive framework in the
evaluation of dialogue beyond the ESL context.
That is, one future direction for developing dia-
logue evaluation metrics is to consider incorporat-
ing some of these micro-level token and utterance
features.
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5.2 Feature Importance Analysis

In this section, we further examined the signifi-
cance of token and utterance-level features for pre-
dicting dialogue interactivity, aiming to identify the
most important linguistic features influencing dif-
ferent interactive perspectives. This approach may
provide insights into the foundational elements that
drive the dialogue engagement.

Given that a trained LR, NB and RF classifier
all provide weights to indicate the importance of
each feature, for each classifier we first compute
common micro-level features fc across the four
interactivity labels:

fc =top5
(
top10(ftopic) ∩ top10(ftone)

∩ top10(fopening) ∩ top10(fclosing)
)

where topk is a function that returns the best k
items given by their weights, ftopic denote the set
of micro-level features with their weights for pre-
dicting the topic management interactivity label.

We display these common features in Table 5 for
LR, RF and NB. Interestingly, for common Top-
5 features across three models, we observed that
“Code-Switching”, “Reference Word”, and “Tense
Choice” are shared across all classifiers (asterisk),
and “Formulaic Responses”, “Code Switching”,
“Feedback in Next Turn” is common across two out
of three classifiers. We see very consistent highly
impact common micro-level features over these
different classifiers, suggesting that these features
are reliable for predicting the interactivity labels.
From the perspective of linguistic constructs for in-
teractive purpose, “Reference Word” indicates the
proper person to refer to in dialogue construction
(Roever and Ikeda, 2023); for “Code-Switching”,
and “Tense Choice” demonstrate the ability of
smoothing the communication for second language
speakers. “Feedback in Next Turn” presents the
awareness of giving immediate responses in-time,
which is essential in ensuring the dialogue quality
in second language interaction.

We next look at micro-level features that are
specific to each of the interactivity label. To that
end, for each classifier we compute interactivity-
specific features, e.g., for topic management, as
follows:

top10(ftopic)− fc (2)

Results for presented in Table 6. Again, we see
consistent results between classifiers for each inter-
activity label. Many of these interactivity-specific

micro-level features are intuitive. For example, for
topic management, we have “Negotiation of Mean-
ing” and “Subordinate Clauses” because these
micro-level features tell us about the content and
discourse of the discussion and indicate the tran-
sitions for topics. For tone appropriateness, “Rou-
tinized Resources”, “Formulaic Responses”, and
“Feedback in Next Turn” are essential to demon-
strate the social role in language resources choice.
For conversation opening, “Question-Based Re-
sponses”,“Subordinate Clauses”, and “Adj./Adv.
Expressing” all show how a dialogue will be started
from both speakers. And lastly for conversation
closing, “Collaborative Finishes” and “Formulaic
Responses” are directly link to the development of
how to end a dialogue.

To conclude, the largely consistent results be-
tween classifiers suggest that our findings are ro-
bust and not sensitive to the implementation of the
classifier. That said, the fact there is some (minor)
difference does suggest that there is perhaps com-
plementarity between these classifiers and points
to a potential future direction of ensembling these
classifiers to improve the prediction of interactivity
labels.

5.3 Ablation Study

We now examine the individual effects of utterance-
level and token-level features in the learning model
predictions for the four interactivity qualities. As
before, we train three classifiers (LR, RF, and NB)
but this time they use only either the token-level
(“Token”) or utterance-level (“Utt.”) features; re-
sults are presented in Table 7. Note that we also
include the original results using both sets of fea-
tures (“Both”) for comparison. The results indicate
that predictions at the token level are better than
those at the utterance level, though the difference
isn’t large. Perhaps most importantly, we see that
using both features together produce the best per-
formance in most of the cases (exceptions: RF
for Topic and Tone), showing that both types of
micro-level features are important for predicting
the dialogue-level interactivity labels.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel evaluation frame-
work to assess the dialogue quality of ESL con-
versations by considering high-level interactivity
labels and micro-level linguistic features. We de-
velop SLEDE, an annotated ESL dialogue corpus
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Models Token Utt. Both Token Utt. Both

Topic Tone

LR 0.571 0.658 0.747 0.690 0.609 0.794
RF 0.888 0.799 0.766 0.911 0.898 0.786
NB 0.589 0.576 0.743 0.680 0.673 0.783

Opening Closing
LR 0.915 0.840 0.962 0.934 0.711 0.945
RF 0.974 0.978 0.958 0.976 0.981 0.950
NB 0.915 0.914 0.958 0.934 0.928 0.946

Table 7: The F1 results with different machine learning
models across different feature levels.

based on the evaluation framework. We found that
the micro-level features are highly predictive of the
interactivity labels, and revealed impactful micro-
level features that are: (1) common across different
interactivity labels; and (2) specific to a particular
interactivity label. Our results provide new insights
into educational assessment for ESL communica-
tion.

7 Limitations

The developed dataset is admittedly small (120 di-
alogues). That said, the quality of the annotation
is high (strong annotator agreement) and each dia-
logue is very long (almost 1,800 turns on average
per dialogue). Ultimately, as our goal is to analyse
the relationship between micro-level vs. interactiv-
ity features, our predictive models do not offer an
end-to-end approach for evaluating dialogue qual-
ity, as it requires micro-level features as input. The
future work will extend the scope by automating
the processing for micro-level features.

Ethics Statement
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ACL Code of Ethics. We manually filtered out po-
tentially offensive content and removed all informa-
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A Appendix

A.1 Software Availability

To contribute to the research community and facilitate further development and collaboration, we have
made the source codes of our innovative annotation tool publicly available. The tool, designed with a
focus on enhancing the efficiency and accuracy of data annotation processes, has been developed through
meticulous research and development efforts. It incorporates a range of features tailored to meet the needs
of researchers and practitioners working in fields that require precise and reliable annotation of datasets.

Accessing the Source Code

The source codes are hosted on GitHub, a platform widely recognized for its robust version control
and collaborative features. Interested parties can access the repository at the following link: https:
//anonymous.4open.science/r/AnnotationTool2023-CFE1/README.md. This repository is intended
for research usage, underlining our commitment to supporting academic and scientific endeavours.

Key Features and Capabilities

Our annotation tool stands out for its user-friendly interface, which simplifies the annotation process and
allows users to work more efficiently. Among its key features are:

• Customizable Annotation Labels: Users can add their own set of labels to cater to the specific
requirements of their projects.

• Collaborative Annotation Support: Facilitating teamwork, the tool allows multiple annotators to
work on the same dataset simultaneously, ensuring consistency and reducing the time required for
project completion.

• Annotation History Tracking: All the annotation history such as changes made can be tracked, and
any further modifications can be done at any time for the user’s convenience. Export Functionality:
Annotated data can be exported in several formats, accommodating further analysis or use in machine
learning models.

A.2 Pages View

Figure 3: Annotation tool Demo
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Figure 4: Hierarchical Label Assignment Demo
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Annotation Manual for SLEDE Dataset  

 

  

1. Introduction to the task  

 

The research aims to investigate the interactive ability of second-language 

speakers of English through dialogue evaluation. The annotated data is about 

daily chat. You would be paired with another annotator with the same 

dialogue.  

 

In your annotation, two types of dialogue tasks would be included in this study 

conducted by a pair-wise discussion by second language speaker 

participants. The first task is a storytelling task, in this part, two speakers will 

share some experience or what they want to deliver based on the instructions 

(e.g., share some ideas on how you think of education in your life). In the 

second task, two speakers need to solve a problem (e.g., improve the 

experience of international students during their stay in Australia; and help to 

organize a welcome event) through a joint discussion.   

 

Dialogue of the two tasks were both transcribed into text and you are ready to 

annotate based on the text. Videos will be provided if needed for 

correction of the text you are assigned. Please notify the researcher, if you 

pick any misinformation in the transcriptions compared with the original 

recordings during your annotation.  

 

 

2. Hierarchy sequence of the label  

 

Label name Label level  Label tag example  

reference word  Token  

level  

labels  

[RA] 

 

 

 

SPK_1 

OK, that's all. 

 

SPK_2 

That's all I think maybe 

we should switch from 

A.3 Manual
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SPK_1 

OK, wait for her [R

A].  

 

noun & verb colloc

ation in proper fo

rm  

[NVC] SPK_1 

No accidents. 
 
SPK_2 

No accent. No, no. Li

ke the the Beijing, B

eijing accent. Yeah, 

that's that's the poi

nt. Yeah. So it's abo

ut the environment. 
 
SPK_1 

Yeah, I think that's 

right [NVC]. 
 
 

code-switching for 

communicative purp

oses  

[CS] SPK_1 

How do think of the e

ducational policy in 

China? 
 
SPK_2 

Hard to say, it depne

ds on different uh, 

diqu (地区) [CS] in 

China   
 

negotiation of mea

ning (appropriate 

tense to show mean

ing)  

[NM] SPK_1 

How you plan your nex

t stage after graduat

e?  
 
SPK_2 

I don’t sure, maybe 

ask my presents wheth

er they want to buy a 

house here or not.  
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SPK_1 

I’m going to see [N

M] how my partner thi

nks.   

 

tense choice to in

dicate interactive 

aims (politeness i

n talking/ social 

distance/ context 

variance) [TT] 

[TT] SPK_1  

May [TT] I start firs

t in this one? 
 
SPK_2 

Ok. 

  

routinized resourc

es (projector cons

truction) 

[RR] SPK_1 

How you going today[R

R]?  
 
SPK_2 

Not bad.  

subordinate clause

s  

[RC]  

SPK_1 

Everyone mandatory co

urse. 
 
SPK_2 

Yeah, yeah. It's a ma

ndatory clause, so. S

o everyone needs to l

earn it. I think this 

is a pretty nice thin

gs to make [RC], make 

people like learn mor

e things to have a bi

g view for that. 

 

backchannels  Utterance le

vel labels  

[BC] SPK_2 

That's all I think ma

ybe we should switch 

from another park. 
 
SPK_1 
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Oh [BC] 
 
SPK_2 

Wait for her. We can 

do it myself. Let's s

ee what the what is i

n that spoiler spoile

r problem-solving dis

cussion. 

question-based res

ponses 

[QR] SPK_2 

Wait for her. We can 

do it myself. Let's s

ee what the what is i

n that spoiler spoile

r problem solving dis

cussion. Instruction 

and at least. You nee

d to with your partne

r and decide to. What 

solution to provide w

hat kind of problem? 

Because she was solar 

problem together in t

his part. All we need 

to wait for right no

w, right?  
 

SPK_1 

Yes, yes [QR].  Actua

lly I need to pause h

ere. 

 

formulaic response

s  

[FR] SPK_1 

Good morning, I’m he

re to take in this ta

sk for Rena’s study 

and  

SPK_2 
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It’s nice to meet yo

u here [FR]  

SPK_1 

same 

 

collaborative fini

shes 

[CF] SPK_2 

No accent. No, no. Li

ke the the Beijing, B

eijing accent. Yeah, 

that's that's the poi

nt. Yeah. So it's abo

ut environment. It's. 

Yeah, I think that's 

right. 
 
SPK_1 

OK, that's all.[CF] 

 

epistemic copulas  [H1] It seems [H1] to be a 

huge problem.  

epistemic modals  [H2] It might [H2] be a hu

ge problem.  

adjectives/ adverb

s expressing possi

bility  

[H3] It is likely [H3] tha

t this is a huge prob

lem.  

non-factive verb p

hrase structure  

[H4] This is possibly [H4] 

a huge problem.  

impersonal subject 

+ non-factive verb 

+ NP  

[H5] These conclusions sug

gest a huge problem 

[H5].  

feedback in the ne

xt turn 

[FB] SPK_1 

A lot of people just 

don't know. A second 

language. 
 
SPK_1 

Ohh.[FB] 
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SPK_2 

Spanish.  
 
SPK_1 

Yes.[FB] 

topic extension wi

th clear new conte

xt (change to utte

rance level, but m

ore information co

ntext depends ) 

 

Dialogue lev

el labels  

[T1] SPK_2 

But you see that in C

hina is all it was, l

ike a lot of people j

ust. 
 
SPK_1 

Everyone mandatory co

urse. 
 
 
SPK_2 

Yeah, yeah. It's a ma

ndatory course. So ev

eryone needs to learn 

it. I think this is a 

pretty nice things to 

make, make people lik

e learn more things t

o have a big view for 

that. And we can lear

n some beyond our own 

major studies in the 

uni. [T5] 

topic extension un

der the previous d

irection  

[T2] SPK_2 

But you see that in C

hina is all it was, l

ike a lot of people j

ust. 
 
SPK_1 

Everyone mandatory co

urse. 
 
SPK_2 

Yeah, yeah. It's a ma

ndatory course. So ev
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eryone needs to learn 

it. I think this is a 

pretty nice things to 

make, make people lik

e learn more things t

o have a big view for 

that. [T4] 

topic extension wi

th the same conten

t  

[T3] SPK_2 

But you see that in C

hina is all it was, l

ike a lot of people j

ust. 
 
SPK_1 

Everyone mandatory co

urse. 
 
SPK_2 

Yeah, yeah. It's a ma

ndatory course. So ev

eryone needs to learn 

it. [T3] 

repeat and no topi

c extension  

[T4] SPK_2 

But you see that in C

hina is all it was, l

ike a lot of people j

ust. 
 
SPK_1 

Everyone mandatory co

urse. 
 
SPK_2 

yeah. yeah. It's a ma

ndatory course. [T4] 

no topic extension 

and stop the topic 

at this point  

[T5] SPK_2 

But you see that in C

hina is all it was, l

ike a lot of people j

ust. 
 
SPK_1 
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Everyone mandatory co

urse. 
 
SPK_2 

Yeah, yeah. [T5] 

conversation openi

ng 

[CO1] 

[CO2] 

[CO3] 

[CO4] 

[CO5] 

CO1: nice greeting an

d show a good underst

anding of conversatio

n opening in social i

nteractions.  
 
CO2: sounded greeting 

and show a basic unde

rstanding of the soci

al role.  
 
CO3: general greeting 

and didn’t demonstra

te a good understandi

ng of the social rol

e.  
 
CO4: basic greeting.   
 
CO5: no opening just 

start the discussion 

immediately.  

conversation closi

ng  

[CC1] 

[CC2] 

[CC3] 

[CC4] 

[CC5] 

CC1: detailed summari

zation and smooth tra

nsition to the closin

g of the conversatio

n.  
 
CC2: transit to the c

losing naturally, but 

without any summariza

tion of the discussio

n.  
 
CC3:  transit to of t

he discussion.  
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CC4: demonstrate a tr

anslation to the end 

of the conversation.  
 
 
CC5: no closing, just 

stop the conversatio

n.  

overall tone choic

e: very formal  

[OT1] I’m very honoured to 

be here… 

overall tone choic

e: quite formal an

d some expressions 

are not that forma

l  

[OT2] I’m more than happy 

to see you here toda

y…  

overall tone choic

e: relatively not 

formal, most expre

ssions are quite i

nformal  

[OT3] Happy to meet with yo

u… 

overall tone choic

e:  

quite informal, bu

t some expressions 

are still formal  

[OT4] You know, meeting wit

h you is quite happ

y… 

overall tone choic

e: very informal 

[OT5] Hey, how’s going, ni

ce today… 

 

 

3. Label classifications and definitions  
 

3.1 Token level  

 

Label Category  Aspect  Definition  

Reference word 

 

Word choice  A reference word, also known 

as a referential word or ref

erent, is a linguistic term 

used to describe a word or e
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xpression in a sentence that 

refers to or stands in place 

of something else in the tex

t. Reference words are used 

to avoid repetition and to l

ink different parts of a tex

t together by indicating wha

t a subsequent word or phras

e relates to. Reference word

s can take various forms, in

cluding pronouns, demonstrat

ives, and other words that r

eplace or point to nouns or 

noun phrases. 

Noun & verb collocatio

n in proper form 

 

Collocations are words or ph

rases that habitually occur 

together, forming a strong a

nd natural linguistic associ

ation. In the case of noun-v

erb collocations, a particul

ar noun is often paired with 

a particular verb due to con

vention, tradition, or lingu

istic patterns. These colloc

ations contribute to the flu

ency, idiomaticity, and natu

ralness of language. 

 

Examples of noun-verb colloc

ations: 

 

Make a decision: "I need to 

make a decision." 

Take a shower: "I usually ta

ke a shower in the morning." 

Catch a cold: "I hope I don'

t catch a cold." 

Give a speech: "She gave an 

inspiring speech." 

Code-switching for com

municative purposes  

Code-switching for communica

tive purposes refers to the 

deliberate or subconscious a
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lternation between two or mo

re languages or dialects wit

hin a single conversation or 

utterance by bilingual or mu

ltilingual speakers. This li

nguistic phenomenon is emplo

yed to fulfill specific comm

unicative needs or function

s, such as clarifying a poin

t, expressing identity, sign

aling solidarity or distinct

ion, accommodating to the li

stener's language preferenc

e, or conveying concepts and 

emotions more effectively in 

one language over another. C

ode-switching is not merely 

a random mixing of languages 

but a sophisticated communic

ative strategy that reflects 

the speaker's linguistic com

petence and cultural awarene

ss, often used to navigate a

nd negotiate the social and 

contextual dynamics of inter

action. 

Negotiation of meaning 

(appropriate tense to 

show meaning) 

 

Contextual t

ense usage 

Negotiation of meaning refer

s to the interactive process 

through which speakers of di

fferent linguistic backgroun

ds or competencies collabora

tively work to understand ea

ch other's intentions, messa

ges, and linguistic expressi

ons when communication break

downs occur. This involves t

he use of clarification requ

ests, confirmation checks, c

omprehension checks, and par

aphrasing, among other commu

nicative strategies, to ensu

re mutual understanding is a

chieved. The negotiation of 
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meaning is a fundamental asp

ect of second language acqui

sition and communicative lan

guage teaching, highlighting 

the dynamic nature of langua

ge use and the active role l

earners play in constructing 

meaning through interaction. 

Tense choice to indica

te interactive aims (p

oliteness / social dis

tance/ context) 

Tense choice to indicate int

eractive aims involves the s

trategic use of verb tenses 

by speakers to fulfill speci

fic communicative goals or i

ntentions within an interact

ion. This linguistic strateg

y encompasses the selection 

of present, past, future, or 

perfect tenses to convey nua

nces of time, mood, or aspec

t, directly influencing the 

interpretation and direction 

of the dialogue. Through car

eful tense selection, speake

rs can clarify the timing of 

events, express certainty or 

speculation about future occ

urrences, reflect on past ex

periences, or emphasize the 

continuity or completion of 

actions, all of which serve 

to enhance the clarity, pers

uasiveness, or relational dy

namics of the communication. 

Tense choice, therefore, is 

not merely a grammatical dec

ision but a deliberate tool 

employed by adept language u

sers to navigate conversatio

ns and achieve specific inte

ractive aims. 
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routinized resources 

(projector constructio

n) 

Interactiona

l grammatica

l device  

Routinized resources refer t

o patterns, practices, or to

ols that have become standar

dized and regularly employed 

within specific contexts or 

activities. These resources 

are often developed through 

repeated use over time, lead

ing to a level of automation 

or routine in their applicat

ion. In organizational or so

cial settings, routinized re

sources help in streamlining 

processes, reducing the need 

for decision-making about ro

utine tasks, and ensuring co

nsistency in actions and out

comes. They can include docu

mented procedures, establish

ed workflows, habitual pract

ices, or even common languag

e and scripts used in interp

ersonal interactions. 

subordinate clauses  Subordinate clauses, also kn

own as dependent clauses, ar

e groups of words that conta

in a subject and a verb but 

do not express a complete th

ought and therefore cannot s

tand alone as a sentence. Th

ey function within a sentenc

e by providing additional in

formation to the main claus

e, to which they are connect

ed by subordinating conjunct

ions (such as "because," "al

though," "when," "if") or re

lative pronouns (such as "wh

o," "which," "that"). Subord

inate clauses serve various 

roles in sentences, includin

g acting as adjectives, adve

rbs, or nouns, and are essen
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tial for adding complexity, 

detail, and nuance to commun

ication. Their use enables s

peakers and writers to artic

ulate relationships of cause 

and effect, contrast, condit

ion, time, and more, enrichi

ng the expressiveness and de

pth of language. 

 

 

 

  

 

4. Questions to note 
 

4.1 Q: What if I find multiple labels in one sentence/phrase/ token?  

       A: Label them all, and put all labels in the required formats 

indicated in this table.  

 

4.2 Q: How to decide the tone in this dialogue?  

       A: After reading the whole dialogue, if you feel it is hard to 

decide based on your experience in daily communication, you can find 

the original video in the folder and watch it to find more informatio

n.  

 

4.3 Do I need to correct the wrong points in the dialogue (e.g., gram

matical error? ) 
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A: No you don’t need to, if you find it hard to understand for a wro

ng point, you can refer to the original videos. Please keep the origi

nal content in the dialogue transcriptions.  

 

5. Reference to consider when you start the annotate  

          5.1 http://compprag.christopherpotts.net/swda.html#tags 

          5.2 http://ling-blogs.bu.edu/lx390f16/classification/  

          5.3 https://aclanthology.org/D19-3021.pdf  
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Your age 

Your gender

Current education/ job status

Your email address 

Male

Female

Non-binary / third gender

Prefer not to tell

highschool

undergraduate

graduate (Master)

graduate research (PhD)

employed

A.4 Questionnaire
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Study abroad experience

Your home country: 

How long have you stayed in Australia

Your first language

China

Australia

Other country

less than 6 months

6 months - 1 year

1-2 year

2-3 year

below 5 year

5-10 year

over 10 year
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Besides your first language, what other languages have your
learnt or can you speak?  

Do you have any study abroad experience or stay abroad
experience in English speaking countries? 
If so, which country? 

For how long have you spent your time as a study abroad
student in English speaking country? 

Yes

No

less than 1 month

1-2 month

3-6 month

6-12 month

1- 2 year (12-24 month)

2-5 year (25-60 month)

more than 5 years (61 month)
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What other countries have you stayed for the purpose of
study/ work? 

For how long? 

Language proficiency

How easy is it for you to communicate in English?  (English
native speakers can ignore this question)

1-3 month

3-12 month

over a year (12 month)

Very easy, I can understand others and communicate in English all the time  

Mostly easy, I can use English well in most cases, but have trouble sometimes

Sometimes easy, I can express myself and understand others slightly more
often than not

Sometimes difficult, I struggle to express myself and understand others slightly
more often than not 

Mostly difficult, I struggle to express myself and understand others most of
the time but occasionally I manage

Very difficult, I struggle to express myself and understand others (nearly) all
the time
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How often do you use English 

How long do you use English in your communication everyday

Block 4

Please score the below topics according to your preference

rarely

sometimes

often

always

less than 1 hour

1 to 3 hour

3 to 5 hour

above 5 hour

plan the
schedule of an

end-of-
semester party

improve the
living experience
for international

students

Not
Applicable

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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decide a
schedule for a

two hour group
discussion

select an
elective subject

in new semester

decide on how
to distribute

work for a formal
presentation
within group

members

work out a
solution for

improving oral
English in
university

communcations

give two
solutions for

improving the
learning

experience in BLS
learning and

teaching mode

plan a route for
University of

Melbourne
Open-day tour
for high shcool

graduates

Not
Applicable

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Powered by Qualtrics

What are the common topics you focus or interested in daily
chat? 

decide two
subjects which

you would
recommed to

newly
commerenced

students in your
major

provide two
methods to help

international
students in

adjusting local
culture in

Melbourne

Not
Applicable

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Notes on Participation:

u The study you are about to participate in consists of two speaking tasks. For 
each task, you will need to discuss the problem and work out a solution 
together.  For example, if the instructions ask you to plan an event for movie 
night, it is important that you make an effort to complete the task as though 
you actually give a solution to the requirement.

u For each speaking task you will have some time to prepare, when you are 
ready, you can start to talk. 

u All two tasks don’t have time limitation, you can speak as long as you like. 

Instructions: 
Speakers should chat in this part

u Talk about how you two think COVID-19 impacted your life, for 
example, you can talk about topics related to your study, working  
plan, shopping style or anything else.  

u Speaker A will start the conversation first. 

u You should both contribute and engage in the conversation!

Now, switch your role:
Chat about the topic below

u Talk about how you two think education influenced your life. 

u Speaker B should start the conversation first. 

u You should both contribute in the conversation!

You have at least 20 minutes to discuss the problem with 
your partner and decide on what solutions to provide.

After your discussion, you have 5 minutes to tell Rena 
how you want to solve the issue.

PLUS: Always feel free to add any your own ideas.

Instructions: 
Speakers should solve a problem together  in this part. 

You and your partner are going to discuss together to solve 
a problem. 

The University are going to hold a face-to-face 1-hour welcome seminar 
for newly arrived international students in Melbourne, you need to 
work out a schedule and covered topics in this seminar. 

Here are some ideas:
- how to get most of lectures 
- travel tips in Melbourne 
- how to communicate with your classmates

Always feel free to add any your own ideas.

You would have 3-5 minutes in the end to present your plan. 

Adopted from Micheal (2022)

You and your partner are going to talk on how to 
improve the language exchange program at university. 

University Academic Skills holds a language exchange 
program for students in all levels across the university. Due 
to the pandemic, this program was transferred to online, 
and the participation of this program is not good. 

Now you and your partner need to give 3 suggestions on how 
to better improve this program during the post-pandemic 
stage. 

A.5 Speaking Instruments
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A.6 Experimental Result
Since our research results include a large number of figures and extensive data, we have organized
them into a thorough document available on our GitHub repository. This helps us keep the information
accurate and detailed for in-depth examination. To view all the results, the readers can visit this link:
/r/2024InteractiveMetricsResults-67CE/. Storing the results in this way makes them easy to
navigate and ensures the quality and precision of the research are maintained.
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